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"If you want to know how Russians feel about their country, read the poetry of Sergei
Esenin."The 'old plank bridge' spans not only eras but centuries; not only one Russia with
another, but Russia with the rest of the world."So writes acclaimed author and translator Roger
Pulvers about this collection of translations of the best and most moving poems by Sergei
Esenin, still, nearly a century after his death, Russia's most popular poet.I am the last poet of the
village.The old plank bridge is humble in my songs.With extensive notes and commentary on the
poet, his life, loves and the tumultuous times that straddled the Russian revolution, this new
collection of beautiful poems brings to light an era of grand romance and high tragedy.Roger
Pulvers is an author, playwright, theater director, translator and filmmaker. He has published
more than fifty books in Japanese and English, including novels, essays, plays and poetry.
Working as assistant to director Oshima Nagisa on Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence brought him
back to Japan and inspired him to become the award-winning playwright, film director and
prolific author he is today. His novel, Hoshizuna Monogatari (Star Sand), which he wrote in
Japanese, was published by Kodansha, Japan's largest publisher, in 2015, and subsequently in
English and French in 2016 and 2017 respectively. It was released as a film, directed by him, in
2017. His most recent books are the novels, Half of Each Other and Peaceful Circumstances,
his autobiography, The Unmaking of an American, and a cultural memoir, My Japan, all
published by Balestier Press.

From the Back CoverThis edited monograph contains the proceedings of the International
Shock Interaction Symposium, which emerged as an heir to both the Mach Reflection and
Shock Vortex Interaction Symposia. These scientific biannual meetings provide an ideal platform
to expose new developments and discuss recent challenges in the field of shock wave
interaction phenomena. The goal of the symposia is to offer a forum for international interaction
between young and established scientists in the field of shock and blast wave interaction
phenomena. The target audience of this book comprises primarily researchers and experts in
the field of shock waves, but the book may also be beneficial for young scientists and graduate
students alike.  --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Roger Pulvers is an author, playwright, theater director, translator and filmmaker. He has
published more than fifty books in Japanese and English, including novels, essays, plays and
poetry. Working as assistant to director Oshima Nagisa on Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence
brought him back to Japan and inspired him to become the award-winning playwright, film
director and prolific author he is today. His novel, Hoshizuna Monogatari (Star Sand), which he
wrote in Japanese, was published by Kodansha, Japan’s largest publisher, in 2015, and
subsequently in English and French in 2016 and 2017 respectively. It was released as a film,
directed by him, in 2017. His most recent books are the novels, Half of Each Other and Peaceful
Circumstances, his autobiography, The Unmaking of an American, and a cultural memoir, My
Japan, all published by Balestier Press.Balestier PressCenturion House, London TW18
4AXwww.balestier.comWholly Esenin: Poems by Sergei EseninTranslations from the Russian,
Notes and CommentaryCopyright © Roger Pulvers, 2020A CIP catalogue record for this book is
available from the British Library.Cover illustration by Alice PulversAll rights reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic, mechanical, without the prior written permission of the publisher of this
book.WHOLLY ESENINPoems by Sergei EseninTranslations from the Russian, Notes
andCommentary byRoger PulversThis book is dedicated to the memory of my three remarkable
and impassioned professors of Russian. Vladimir Fyodorovich Markov (1920-2013), world
expert on Russian formalism, my first teacher of Russian conversation at UCLA in 1961; Kiril
Fyodorovich Taranovsky (1911-1993), whose seminars on Russian poetry at Harvard Graduate
School in 1964 were breathtakingly profound; and Roman Osipovich Jakobson (1896-1982) –
his seminar on Russian prosody, also at Harvard in 1965, opened up the world of lyricism and
symbolism in poetry to me. Without their inspiration, which has not diminished in magnitude for
a day since those times, this book would never have been written or seen the light of day. My
dear and wonderful professors, thank you for a lifetime of adventure and enlightenment!
CONTENTSIntroductionI. The Early YearsII. His TimesIII. His LovesIV. The Bitter EndSergei
Alexandrovich Esenin: A ChronologyINTRODUCTIONSergei Esenin is the Dylan Thomas of
Russia, only much prettier. Both were poets who extolled the nature and mores of their native
regions – for Thomas, the area around Swansea in Wales; for Esenin, his birthplace in the
Russian countryside in the vicinity of the ancient city of Ryazan. The use of the speech rhythms
and tonality of their home districts, frequent archaic language and some neologisms is another
common feature of their poetry. What they particularly had in common, however, was an
indestructible nostalgia for their childhood homes and the tendency to be happier when they
were away from them. Both loved women but were not particularly successful at pleasing them;
both had curly light-colored hair; and both ended their lives unable to tread in a sea of alcohol.
Dylan Thomas, who lived some nine years longer than Esenin, read his poetry beautifully.
Esenin did too. Their publics adored them.Sergei Esenin – whose name might rightfully be



transliterated beginning with a Y, for it is pronounced Ye-SAY-nin – has been, since his death in
1925, Russia’s most popular modern poet, and this in a country where poetry itself is nearly as
popular as music.There is a vast body of writing dedicated to his poetry. Some of it is not
uncritical. Especially during his lifetime he copped it from both sides of the ideological fence. To
many diehard ideologues he was simply out of step with the “new” Russia: Neither the honesty
nor sheer beauty of his lyrics could amount to a hill of beans when compared to the
monumental, glorious and lofty future that communism was going to afford the many nations of
people that comprised the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. On the other hand, to many
avant-garde poets and literati of his day, Esenin was not only the last poet of the village, as he
described himself, but the ultimate poseur of all rural Russia, gallivanting around Moscow in his
snow-white rubashka, or traditional Russian shirt, and playing the provincial rake as he mowed
through rows of swooning city girls who couldn’t get enough of him, the sight of his gorgeous
golden hair or the touch of his gorgeous flowing lyrics.The great poet Anna Akhmatova was
sceptical of his gift, though she admitted late in life that she was perhaps put off by his
obsession with rusticity; and D.S. Mirsky, the eminent literary historian, considered his entire
work a very mixed bag. Those who lost themselves in his poetry were looked down upon by
some as, at best, readers of unsophisticated taste and, at worst, sentimental hicks.His
messages are, indeed, mixed. He is on again off again when it comes to almost everything,
including his motherland, his women, even the home district that he waxed so passionately
about most of the time. Like many of his compatriots, he both highly praised and vilified
American life, which he saw at first hand when he went there with his wife, the dancer Isadora
Duncan. He admired America’s industrial achievements, something his economically backward
country could only ogle from afar. But he failed to see anything of cultural value in the United
States, believing that the only thing Americans truly loved was biznes. He saw little art and no
poetry in American life. But then again, how could he, with his smattering of English and his self-
centered, if ever wounded, pride as the native son of the new world empire of people’s
democracy?Yet the thing Esenin is most contradictory about is himself. Sergei Esenin is an
open book that all can readily access; and for this we should be grateful. Few poets are as
brutally honest with themselves as he is. It is this honesty that we are attracted to today, an
honesty that puts everything from his teenage caprices to his stark adult sins under the
magnifying glass of poetic expression.The ideologues of the Soviet state fought hard to
extinguish his memory. For quite a long time after his death, anyone revering him in print was
censured. Even in the postwar years, a Soviet citizen caught “proselytizing” youth by distributing
Esenin’s poetry was eligible for a hefty prison sentence. Khuliganstvo was – and still is – a crime
in Esenin’s homeland. And here he was, as he still stands today: the father – and now
granddaddy – of all the hooligans.Now there are nearly two dozen monuments to and busts of
Esenin in his country. The government has issued stamps in his honor, as well as a two-ruble
silver coin to mark, in 1995, the centenary of his birth. There are scores of songs sung by
individual singers as well as choral works with his poems as lyrics. The fact that his poetry lends



itself so exquisitely to music may be one of the best proofs of its lasting beauty. A café
restaurant called “Esenin” opened in Moscow in October 2015 at No. 8 Novaya Ploshchad (New
Square), “designed in the style of the Silver Age … where the master chef creates his culinary
masterpieces like a poem.” But photographs of café-restaurant Esenin’s interior reveal deep
purple sofa-like seating and a large light fixture reminiscent less of the Silver Age than of a
gigantic brass slinky dangling from the ceiling. Perhaps these features might indeed have
convinced the poet himself that he was definitely in the grips of one of his slurred alcoholic
stupors.If Esenin’s poetic Russia did not reflect the reality of his country between 1917 and the
fall of the communist regime in 1991, it has a good deal in common with the reality – for better
and worse – of his country today, with its intense religious influence on mores and social policy
and its idealization of “Russian values.”Were he alive today, Sergei Esenin would at least
recognize Russia, something that he was largely unable to do during the last years of his
life.Roger Pulvers 2020PART ONETHE EARLY YEARS“I feel a heavy, hopeless sadness!”
he wrote in July 1912, not long after arriving in Moscow, to a friend back home. “I don’t know
what to do with myself. Suppress all feelings? … Why go on living, a useless weak and blind
worm?”In hindsight, perhaps prophetic words. But at the time, those of a moody teenager who
misses home. In fact, the letter is full of paraphrases of a popular song and other, more literary,
references.Poor young Sergei … he had gone, barely seventeen, to Moscow to live with his
father, with whom he had spent almost no time in his childhood. His father was working as a
clerk-cum-salesman in a large butcher shop. If he suffered from intense feelings of
homesickness and an even more intense ambition to become a recognized poet, what else
could one expect from a lonely teenage boy except a crushing hopeless sadness?His home life
as a child had been far from ideal. His mother and father lived apart almost from the beginning
of their marriage, though he refused to grant her a divorce. According to one of his sisters,
Sergei considered himself an orphan, and he suffered from being offended even more than an
actual orphan. Their mother, probably suffering from a similar kind of depression that he
experienced in later life, drank heavily and beat her children.Reading the poem he wrote as a
letter to his mother, you would naturally think that he longed for his mother and the affection she
showed him. But when he wrote this poem his mother was only forty-nine, not the starushka, or
old woman, he refers to. He may as well have titled it "A Letter to my Grandmother." Esenin is
not writing about his mother but about the icon of Mother; as when he waxes over his village and
his Russia, he is creating an icon of Village and Old Russia. In one of his last poems he wrote: "I
am like a foreigner in my own land." In fact, by the end of his life he was estranged not only from
his land but from his elders, his village and his era.Esenin’s early letters give the portrait of a
diffident, insecure and highly moody boy. But this type of insecurity was tied – as it often is in
teenagers – with a burning ambition to “be somebody.” He had the chutzpah to write to
Alexander Blok, the foremost poet of his time and an immensely popular figure in all of Russia
(on 9 March 1915) …I would like to speak with you. The matter is very important to me. You
don’t know me, but maybe you’ve come across my name in journals. I’d like to visit you around



4.With respectS. EseninThat’s the entire letter. He had gone to St. Petersburg (renamed
Petrograd to avoid the Germanic association of Russia’s enemy at the time) specifically to meet
Blok. He had no idea how to contact the famous poet and, apparently, ended up asking in a big
bookstore if anyone knew where he lived. Luckily enough, one of the staff did. When he
eventually showed up at Blok's home, the elder poet welcomed him, recommending for
publication some of his poems, which he found “fresh, pure (and) sonorous … if
wordy….”Esenin was awed by Blok, breaking out in a profuse sweat because "he was the first
living poet I ever laid eyes on." He went on to meet many poets in what was then the nation's
capital. The city was crawling with poets. You could find one wherever there was a foggy
lamppost to stand under. He returned to Moscow with a much inflated ego, and his wife Anna
felt that he was "already someone else."Yet, despite his complexes – as a perceived country
bumpkin, a perception that he played upon later to great effect; and as a vociferous medium for
the fast-disappearing old Russia – he was affable and most sociable as he moved within a wide
sphere of friends and acquaintances, many of them much older famous artists, authors, critics
and publishers.Perhaps it is an exaggeration to say that this wonder boy of the outback, this
supremely charismatic voice of the old – hence “real” – Russia had taken Moscow and St.
Petersburg by storm. Nevertheless, it can be said that, in the span of a few years, he became a
star in those cities, one whose light could be shunned but not ignored.Sergei Esenin was born
on 3 October 1895 in Konstantinovo, a village overlooking the Oka River, some forty-three
kilometers from the city of Ryazan. Ryazan itself is about two hundred kilometers southeast of
Moscow. Settled around the year 800, the city is more than three hundred years older than
Moscow. Esenin died in St. Petersburg on 28 December 1925, aged thirty. His father outlived
him by five years; his mother, by nearly thirty. His elder sister Ekaterina died in 1977; his younger
sister, Alexandra, in 1981.For the first three years of his life he lived with his paternal
grandmother before moving to the home of his maternal grandfather. He lived there from 1899
to 1904. This grandfather, with his strong faith, had a major impact on Esenin’s orientation
toward religious imagery in his poetry.But Esenin’s religious upbringing did not produce the kind
of believer that the people of Konstantinovo recognized. He wrote from Moscow to his best
friend Grisha Panfilov in November 1912 that he did not believe in the way that others believe.
He told Grisha that their belief originated in fear of death, while his stemmed from faith in a
Christ gifted "with a lucid mind and a noble spirit," and that these provided a model for posterity
to love all human beings.(Grisha Panfilov's death, from tuberculosis on 25 February 1914, shook
Esenin to his core; and the grief remained with him until the end of his own life.)From an early
age, then, he was out of step with Russia’s faith, Russian Orthodoxy.“Grandpa considered me
an atheist,” he wrote years later, “and crossed himself whenever he saw me. Like when, on a
lark, I broke off a piece of a wooden icon in the house to light the samovar. What an uproar that
caused! My whole family just about damned me to hell for that!”In 1909, when he turned
fourteen, he began attending the Spas-Klepiki school where he studied to be a teacher and
remained for three years. But he came to the conclusion that a teaching career was not for him.



Even in his mid-teens, his ambition to become a poet was unalterable.By 1913 Esenin was
permanently in Moscow, enrolled as an auditor, where he remained for one-and-a-half years, at
the A.L Shanyavsky Moscow City Open University, and working for a very short time in the
butcher shop that employed his father and then as an apprentice proofreader in a printing house.
The printing house was Russia's largest, printing a full one-fourth of all Russian books. The
university was a remarkable educational institution whose doors were open to anyone “with a
thirst for knowledge,” a kind of free university in today’s terms. (The main building, which opened
in 1912, is now home of the Russian State University for the Humanities.). It was here that
Esenin was exposed to world literature, taking inspiration particularly from Wilde and
Whitman.Esenin was writing poetry from a very early age and was already publishing, in the
children’s magazine “Mirok,” before he turned twenty. His first collection of poetry appeared in
1916. It was not long before his work was noticed by his contemporaries, among them author,
poet and playwright Anatoly Marienhof (1897-1962), who championed his work and became a
lifelong friend and protector. They shared an apartment in the autumn of 1919 (that is to say,
Esenin lived in the Marienhofs’ apartment) and traveled the country together. Esenin dedicated
a number of poems to Marienhof, among them one of his most famous, “I am the last poet of the
village”. Marienhof’s own work subsequently came under severe attack by the Soviet politico-
literary establishment, and these dedications were removed. (Marienhof’s memoirs, published
after Stalin’s death under the title My Century, My Youth, My Friends Both Male and Female,
contain many insightful recollections of Esenin.)Esenin moved to St. Petersburg on 9 March
1915, and it was there that he started to adopt the appearances of a city boy, no doubt to hide
his provincial roots. Later, however, he would sport many exotic guises on the streets of Moscow
and the city that came to be called Leningrad – caps, hats, blue shirts, colorful ties, high-heeled
yellow shoes, the whole eccentric and showy kit. He even donned a broad cape, conspicuously
affecting the appearance of Pushkin. He was desperate to be accepted in the highest ranks of
Russian poets. He saw the two greatest poets of the day, Alexander Blok and Andrei Bely, as his
rivals and equals, a most presumptuous notion for such a greenhorn from the Russian outback.
His poems attracted a good deal of attention from other poets and writers, as well as being
welcomed as fresh and inspiring by the public during the Silver Age (roughly the twenty-five
years from the middle of the 1890s until the death of Alexander Blok in 1921).Esenin was called
to arms in March 1916. Needless to say, with his poet’s temperament, he dreaded military
service. But he had no choice. He was assigned work in a military sanitary train that was
stationed at Tsarskoe Selo, the magnificent residence of the imperial family south of St.
Petersburg.The train, No. 143, was made up of twenty-one Pullman cars and was appointed in a
luxurious manner. It was here that Esenin was to read his poetry to the empress on 22 July. But
before then the train had set out for Kiev and returned; and it was to make another trip during the
war to Moscow, Kursk and points beyond.Esenin served in the military for nearly a year, ending
his service after the February revolution in St. Petersburg. It was thanks in part to his dear friend
Nikolai Klyuev (1884-1937) that he had been able to avoid the front line. Klyuev and another



one of Esenin’s mentors, poet Sergei Gorodetsky (1884-1967), had sent a letter to a lieutenant
whom they knew asking that Esenin be sent to Tsarskoe Selo.Of all the photos of Esenin that
exist, the one of him in uniform, pensive and serene in his angled cap with its red cross over the
hammer and sickle, is my favorite. Beside him is Klyuev, provincial dandy that he was, with a
necklace hanging from the collar of his flowery rubashka.During his service, Esenin returned
once to Konstantinovo, in June 1916 (see “I’m Here Again at Home With My Family,”).Once out
of the military and on his poetic feet again – by the end of the second decade of the century –
Esenin was full of beans and quite ecstatic. He dressed from time to time in the country style, in
rubashka, baggy trousers, kaftan and tasseled waistband, as if to say to all of Russia, “Take me
as I am or not at all!” And most of Russia, in swift transition to becoming a modern industrialized
nation state, was finding in Esenin’s verse the means to bolster the conviction that the spiritual
beauty of Russian nature was not going to be altogether lost.Maxim Gorky remarked that Esenin
looked like “a honey-colored postcard.” Gorky, who was moved to tears when Esenin read
"Song about a Dog" in Berlin, also remarked, looking back on his life and work, that “Esenin was
not a man but an organ created by nature exclusively for poetry….” He might have added, “and
for Russian posterity.”Even in his early poems Esenin described nature not only as a long mirror
in space and time to view himself wholly, inside and out, but as an all-encompassing medium to
bring together all human beings, animals, plants and the inorganic world of mountains, rivers
and light into one poetic world – a world of his imagining. That world, I believe, retains its
radiance and power to this day.THE EVENING’S HEREThe evening’s here. The dewGlitters on
the nettles.I am standing by the roadLeaning against a willow.Brilliant moonlightIs striking our
roof.I can hear a nightingale singingSomewhere far away.I feel good and warmAs if beside a
stove in winter.The birches are erectLike enormous candles.Far beyond the riverAnd beyond the
edge of the woodsThe sleepy watchman clacksHis deathly rattle.This poem was written in 1910,
the year Esenin turned fifteen.THE FLOOD FROM MELTING SNOWThe flood from melting
snowLicked the silt with its mist.The moon shedYellow reins.I’m traveling in a rowboatBanging
into the banks.Russet haystacks stand like churchesUp at the drying racks.Black wood grouse
summon meWith their mournful cacklingTo an all-night massIn the quiet of the marshes.Those
mires conceal the poorIn their blue-black shadows.I will say a secret prayer thereFor your good
fortune.This poem is set in early spring, when the wood grouse mate. The male flaps his wings
and makes a cackling sound that can be heard from more than two hundred meters away.IT’S
SNOWING CHERRY BLOSSOMSIt’s snowing cherry blossoms.The green is all blossom and
dew.Rooks pace the lanes of fieldsPicking off wheat sprouts.The silky grass droops.The air
reeks of pine resin.Oh you, meadows and leafy woods …I am drunk on spring!Secret tidings
brighten my heart.They shine right into my soul.On my mind there’s a wife-to-be.It’s solely of her
that I sing.Don’t stop snowing down, you cherry blossoms!And you, birds, sing out in the woods!
I’m going to ripple through these fieldsSpreading flowers like foam.BIRCHWhite birchBy my
windowEnveloped in snowYet silver too.Tassels dangleFrom its downy branchesA white
fringeOn snowy hems.The birch standsIn the silence of its slumberAnd snowflakes burnIn a



golden fire.The dawn takes it timeIn making its roundsSewing threads of fresh silverInto all the
branches.This poem is much loved by Russian children, many of whom learn it at school and
memorize it.OH, I BELIEVE, I BELIEVEOh, I believe, I believe that happiness exists.The light of
the sun has not yet gone out.The dawn prophesies blessed tidingsWith its red prayer book.Oh, I
believe, I believe that happiness exists.Ring out, ring out, golden Russia!Blow up a storm,
irrepressible winds!Blessed are they who have celebrated with good cheerYour shepherd
sorrow.Ring out, ring out, golden Russia.I love the murmur of wild watersAnd how a star shines
in a wave.The blessed suffering …The blessing nation.I love the grumble of wild waters.WAKE
ME UP EARLY TOMORROWWake me up early tomorrowMy long-suffering mother!I must go out
to meet a dear friendPast the burial mound by the road.Today I saw wide-wheeled tracksOn the
meadow in the depths of the wood.The wind below a tent of cloudsIs buffeting its golden shaft
bow.The wind will dash away by tomorrow’s sunriseLowering the moon, its cap, under a
shrub.And the mare will playfully flapHer red tail over the plains.Wake me up early tomorrow.Turn
on the light in our humble hut.They say that I’ll soon becomeA Russian poet of great renown.I
will sing of you and my visitor friendOf our stove, the rooster and the roof over our head …And
the milk from your reddish cowsWill flow smoothly over my songs.OLD RUSSIA1The village is
sunk into ruts.The woods shield its huts in their shadows.All that can be seen from the tumps
and the hollowsAre the skies showering the village with blue.Menacing wolves howl in the gaunt
fieldsThroughout the long winter dusk.Horses can be heard snorting over the eavesIn the
burning frost of the homesteads.Capricious ghost lights glimmer through the branchesLike owl
eyes in a scarf of falling snow.Tree stumps, akin to evil spirits of the forestStand beyond a netting
of green.A devil has frightened usWith ice holes and sorcerers wherever you look.Galloons hang
from the birch tree branchesIn the misty dusk of the first autumn frost.2But how I love you, my
meek and suffering homeland!Yet I am at a loss to divine why.Your short-lived spring merriment
bursts in songAcross the meadows loud and clear.I love to listen to the whine of the
mosquitoesWhen they swarm on the evening hay meadow.And how the lads roar tunes on their
concertinasAs the girls step up to dance around the bonfires.Coal-black eyes burn under
horseshoe browsLike black currants set alight.Oh you, old Russia, my beloved homeland!Sweet
is the sleep in the silk of your angelica.3The ravens have cawed out their omensOf terrifying
troubles sweeping the plains.A maelstrom gyrates through the woods.A shroud of spindrift skims
over the lakes.Thunder has clashed, shattering the cup of the sky.Tattered clouds envelop the
woods.Celestial icon lamps on chains of fine goldSwing fiercely to and fro.Village constables
have appeared at doorstepsTo call the men to arms.The old tradesmen’s wives babbledAs their
wailing shredded the quiet air.The peaceful young plowmen gathered togetherAnd without a tear
of sorrow or complaintStuffed their bags with sweet bunsCramming them into their sturdy
carts.Everyone from the village and its outskirts showed upTo send them off to war.That’s your
stout-hearted youths, old RussiaComing to your aid in your day of misfortune.4The village pined
like a young bride –How were their loved ones so far away?
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